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Abstract: Ethanol is a complex stimulus that elicits multiple gustatory and chemesthetic sensations.
Alcoholic beverages also contain other tastants that impact flavour. Here, we sought to characterize
the binary interactions between ethanol and four stimuli representing the dominant orosensations
elicited in alcoholic beverages: fructose (sweet), quinine (bitter), tartaric acid (sour) and aluminium
sulphate (astringent). Female participants were screened for thermal taste status to determine
whether the heightened orosensory responsiveness of thermal tasters (n = 21–22) compared to
thermal non-tasters (n = 13–15) extends to these binary mixtures. Participants rated the intensity
of five orosensations in binary solutions of ethanol (5%, 13%, 23%) and a tastant (low, medium,
high). For each tastant, 3-way ANOVAs determined which factors impacted orosensory ratings.
Burning/tingling increased as ethanol concentration increased in all four binary mixture types
and was not impacted by the concentration of other stimuli. In contrast, bitterness increased with
ethanol concentration, and decreased with increasing fructose concentration. Sourness tended to be
reduced as ethanol concentration increased, although astringency intensity decreased with increasing
concentration of fructose. Overall, thermal tasters tended to be more responsive than thermal nontasters. These results provide insights into how the taste and chemesthetic profiles of alcoholic
beverages across a wide range of ethanol concentrations can be manipulated by changing their
composition.
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According to the Global Status Report on Alcohol and Health in 2016, 43% of individuals
over the age of fifteen worldwide were current consumers of alcoholic beverages [1].
Alcohol misuse is associated with several negative health and social effects including
increasing the risk of cancer, neuropsychiatric disorders, cardiovascular disease, digestive
diseases and accidental injury/death [1,2]. In contrast, moderate consumption of alcoholic
beverages may also be associated with increased well-being including relaxation, creativity
or the ability to express oneself [3] and reduced adverse cardiovascular events [4]. As a
result, understanding factors that impact alcohol consumption is important to reduce the
harm associated with alcohol misuse, while also providing valuable consumer information
to the alcoholic beverage industry.
Alcohol consumption is influenced by several factors including gender, individual
differences, genetics, social expectations and sanctions, interpersonal relationships, personality, demographics and socioeconomic status [5–8]. Consumers also identify flavour as
one of the most important factors when purchasing alcoholic beverages [9,10]. Individuals
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who are more responsive to both taste and chemesthetic sensations tend to report lower
liking and consumption of alcoholic beverages than those less responsive. It is possible that
this reduction in liking may be due to increased responsiveness to the nominally aversive
sensations (bitterness, irritation, sourness and astringency) that are commonly elicited by
alcoholic beverages (reviewed in [11]). As alcoholic beverages are complex matrices that
vary considerably in flavour and composition, our research sought to better understand
how ethanol impacts the perception of prototypical stimuli that elicit sensations common in
alcoholic beverages. Furthermore, we tested to see if/how these results were impacted by
individual differences in taste perception (the thermal taste phenotype). Although olfactory
stimuli also contribute to the flavour of alcoholic beverages, we have limited the scope
of the current research to focus on taste (sweet, sour, bitter) and chemesthetic (astringent,
burning/tingling) sensations.
1.1. Ethanol
The defining characteristic of alcoholic beverages is the presence of ethanol (ethyl
alcohol), the primary product of fermentation. Ethanol concentrations vary with beverage
style and are typically 3–7% (v/v) in beer, 11–16% (v/v) in wine and 35–45% (v/v) in spirits [11]. For simplicity and unless otherwise noted, ethanol concentrations are reported as
%(v/v) throughout the manuscript. In aqueous solutions, ethanol elicits sweetness [12–19],
bitterness [13–19], astringency [17] and irritation/burning [13,16,17,19–21]. Sourness is
also reported is some studies but usually at low intensity or by only a small proportion of
participants [14,15,18]. In real and model alcoholic beverages, ethanol concentration has
also been shown to impact the perception of perceived viscosity, density and body [22–24].
Taken together, the literature strongly supports that ethanol is a complex stimulus capable
of eliciting multiple taste and chemesthetic sensations.
The intensity and relative dominance of the sensations elicited by ethanol vary with
concentration. Nolden and Hayes [17] asked participants to rate the intensity of five ethanol
concentrations (4%, 8%, 16%, 32% and 48%) on generalized Labelled Magnitude Scales
(gLMS). The bitterness, burning/tingling, drying and sweetness elicited by ethanol was
roughly equivalent at 4% and was rated between “barely detectable” and “weak”. Sweetness increased slightly as ethanol concentration increased but remained at or below “weak”.
Bitterness, drying and burning/tingling increased from around “weak” at 8% ethanol, to
above “moderate” at 48% ethanol. Bitterness was rated as the most intense sensation at
8%, whereas burning/tingling was the most intense at higher ethanol concentrations (32%
and 48%). The differences in intensity and dominance of the sensations elicited by ethanol
likely drive the broad differences in the sensory properties of beer, wine and spirits.
1.2. Orosensory Interactions
The composition of alcoholic beverages varies widely across styles (beer, wine, spirits)
and production practices can be used to optimize the flavour profile. Broadly speaking, other compounds that contribute to the taste and chemesthetic sensations elicited by
alcoholic beverages include but are not limited to organic acids (sourness), hop resins (bitterness), sugars (sweetness), carbon dioxide (tingling/prickling), and tannins (astringency,
bitterness [11]).
When consumers drink alcoholic beverages, they make quick judgements about the
flavour. Nevertheless, flavour perception is complex phenomenon that involves integrating multi-modal sensory inputs including, taste, olfactory and chemesthetic responses
(reviewed in: [25]). Psychophysical curves can be used to characterise the nature of the
interaction between two compounds as additive, suppressive or synergistic [26]. If the combined intensity of two compounds can be predicted from the psychophysical curves of each
individual compound, the combined intensity of the two compounds is said to be additive.
Roughly, additive interactions occur when the intensity of the binary mixture is equal to
the summed intensity of unary solutions of both components in the mixture (AB = A + B).
If the combined intensity of two compounds is lower than predicted (AB < A + B), the
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interaction is suppressive [26]. For example, bitterness is typically supressed by the addition of a sweet stimuli [26,27]. Conversely, if the combined perceived intensity of two
compounds is higher than predicted (AB > A + B), the interaction is synergistic [26]. As true
synergy is difficult to measure, the more general term ‘enhancement’ is used to describe
when the intensity of two compounds is greater than the intensity of each compound
individually [26]. For example, bitterness tends to be enhanced by the addition of a sour
stimuli [26,27]. Importantly, the nature of the interaction between two stimuli can vary
based on concentration [26,27].
1.3. Ethanol and Taste/Chemesthetic Stimuli
To better understand how the compounds in alcoholic beverages interact with ethanol
to elicit the flavour of alcoholic beverages, several studies have investigated the interactions
that occur in binary mixtures of ethanol and spiked aqueous solutions. Although less
ecologically valid than using real or model alcoholic beverages, these studies provide
insights into how ethanol concentration may modify the perception of specific stimuli in
alcoholic beverages.
Three studies have investigated the interaction between organic acids (citric acid,
tartaric acid) and ethanol. In general, increased ethanol concentration leads to a decrease
in sourness [28–30]. However, this trend is typically observed when pH and organic acid
concentration are higher [29,30], and at lower organic acid concentrations, it is possible for
ethanol to enhance the sourness [30]. However, astringency was not rated in any of these
studies despite being elicited by both ethanol and organic acids [31], and thus is a potential
confounding variable not yet accounted for in the literature.
The interaction between ethanol and sweet stimuli is concentration-dependent and
likely impacted by the choice of sweet compound [28,32,33]. At higher concentrations
(>12%), ethanol tends to suppress the sweetness of sugars. In contrast, at lower concentrations (<12%), ethanol can enhance or have no effect on the perceived intensity of sweet
stimuli. However, the impacts of sweeteners on the sensations elicited by ethanol are
less well understood, suggesting that further research into the interactions between sweet
stimuli and ethanol is warranted.
The nature of the interactions between ethanol and other stimuli that elicit bitterness
and/or astringency are largely uncharacterized. An aqueous tannin extract solution (0.4%)
was described as less bitter and more astringent than when 5% ethanol was added [34].
Martin and Pangborn [28], found that adding ethanol to quinine solutions did not impact
bitterness. However, although four concentrations of quinine (0.001% to 0.004%) and four
concentrations of ethanol (4 to 16%) were included in the study, a full factorial design
was not used, limiting the ability to draw wider conclusions from the results. Overall,
more research is required to more fully characterize the interactions between ethanol and
prototypical taste and chemesthetic stimuli.
1.4. Other Considerations: Thermal Taste
Although the perception of alcoholic beverages can vary based on their composition,
individual differences in taste and chemesthetic perception also exist [35]. For example,
thermal tasters (TT) are individuals that reliably experience taste sensations when their
tongue is warmed and/or cooled, whereas thermal non-tasters (TnT) do not [36–39]. TT
also rate the intensity of suprathreshold aqueous prototypical tastants and some trigeminal stimuli higher than thermal non-tasters (TnT; [19,36–42]. TT also rate the dominant
orosensations elicited by beer [43] and wine [44] higher than TnT. Recently, Small-Kelly and
Pickering [19] compared the responsiveness of TT and TnT to ethanol ranging from 2–10%.
Although bitterness intensity was similar for TT and TnT at 2% and 4% ethanol, TT rated
the bitterness of 5%, 7% and 10% ethanol solutions higher than TnT. The irritation/burning
and sweetness of ethanol increased for both TT and TnT as the concentration of ethanol
increased, but no group differences were identified. As only concentrations of ethanol
below 11% have been examined to date, possible differences between TT and TnT in the
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sweetness and/or bitterness of ethanol at higher concentrations are yet to be determined.
More research is required to understand how the differences in orosensory perception
between TT and TnT impact their perception of alcoholic beverages. In addition, to the
best of our knowledge, taste and chemesthetic interactions have not been investigated in
TT and TnT. To address these gaps in the literature, we chose to screen all participation for
thermal taste status before data collection.
1.5. Study Aims
Although interactions between ethanol and stimuli that elicit key orosensations in
alcoholic beverages have been previously investigated, more research is needed to fully
characterize the relationships. Here, we investigate the interactions between ethanol and
four stimuli (fructose, quinine, aluminium sulphate and tartaric acid), which elicit taste
and/or chemesthetic sensations that are common in alcoholic beverages. For each combination, a full-factorial design was used consisting of four concentrations of ethanol approximately representative of major beverage categories (0%-dealcoholized, 5%-beer, 13%-wine
and 23%-spirits) and four concentrations of each stimulus (absent, low, medium and high).
Trained participants rated six orosensations (sweet, sour, bitter, burning/tingling, astringency and other) when evaluating the samples using the gLMS. This strategy allowed for
the interactions of both dominant and non-dominant sensations to be captured. In addition,
the descriptive anchor terms on the gLMS allow for the ecological validity of the observed
differences in intensity ratings to be characterized. Further, we were able to determine
whether the increased orosensory responsiveness of TT compared to TnT, extends to binary mixtures, and whether the nature of the interactions differ based on thermal taste
status. Taken together, the findings provide a more comprehensive understanding of the
interactions between ethanol and taste/chemesthetic stimuli.
2. Materials and Methods
The study was divided into six 1-hour sessions. First, participants underwent thermal
taste status screening (Session 1) followed by orosensory training (Session 2). Next, during
the data collection phase, the order of Sessions 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D was randomized across
participants. Although participants were encouraged to complete the full study, this
randomization allowed for data from participants who completed a minimum of three
sessions to be included, allowing for an increased sample size. Full details of the sessions
are given below and an overview is provided in Figure 1.
Initially, a convenience sample of 142 participants was recruited from Brock University
and the surrounding community to Session 1. Participants were eligible for the study if
they were 19 to 40 years old, self-reported non-smokers, were free of tongue damage or
abnormalities and did not have severe food allergies. Gender differences in taste perception
exist [39,45], so to reduce their potential confounding effects, given our relatively small
sample size, only female participants were eligible for the study. At the start of Session
1, participants were oriented to the gLMS and practiced using the scale by rating five
remembered sensations. Participants that incorrectly rated the “brightness of a dimly lit
restaurant” higher than the “brightness of the sun when staring directly at it” were also
excluded from the study (n = 7). All data were collected in individual sensory booths
at Brock University. To improve retention, participants were paid a modest honorarium
for their participation or were provided credit towards select courses. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. All procedures were cleared by the Brock
University Bioethics Research Board (17-168) and were in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
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48 participants (29 TT and 19 TnT) completed Session 2. Others were excluded because they were non-classifiable (54), they dropped out of the study (10 TT, 3 TnT) or they
were identified as TT (20) after the recruitment target for TT had been met. The number
of 26
of participants per session varied slightly as follows; Session 3A (21 TT and 13 TnT),5Session 3B (22 TT and 14 TnT), Session 3C (22 TT and 15 TnT) and Session 3D (21 TT and 14
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Figure 1. Overview of experimental design. (TT = thermal taster, TnT = thermal non-taster, NC =
Figure 1. Overview of experimental design. (TT = thermal taster, TnT = thermal non-taster, NC =
non-classifiable, * Note: Of the 142 eligible participants recruited to the study, only 135 completed
non-classifiable, * Note: Of the 142 eligible participants recruited to the study, only 135 completed
Session1.
1.****==Design
Designper
perSession
Session3A
3Aexcept
exceptfor
forunique
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compound).
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48 participants (29 TT and 19 TnT) completed Session 2. Others were excluded because
they were non-classifiable (54), they dropped out of the study (10 TT, 3 TnT) or they were
identified as TT (20) after the recruitment target for TT had been met. The number of
participants per session varied slightly as follows; Session 3A (21 TT and 13 TnT), Session
3B (22 TT and 14 TnT), Session 3C (22 TT and 15 TnT) and Session 3D (21 TT and 14 TnT).
Overall, 18 TT and 13 TnT completed all six sessions.
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2.1. Thermal Taste Screening (Session 1)
Thermal taste screening was performed using the methods of Mitchell et al. [46], which
are an adapted version of the methods first used by Bajec and Pickering [37]. Readers are
referred to Appendix A for full details of the TTS screening protocol. Of the 135 individuals
that completed Session 1, 59 TT, 22 TnT, and 54 non-classifiable participants were identified.
2.2. Training (Session 2) and Data Collection (Sessions 3A–3D)
2.2.1. Orosensory Stimuli
To investigate the interactions in alcoholic beverages, four stimuli were selected to
represent commonly elicited sensations: sweet (D-Fructose UltraPure Grade; BioShop,
Burlington, ON, Canada), bitter (Quinine monohydrochloride; SAFC Supply Solutions,
St. Louis, MO, USA), sour (L-(+)-Tartaric acid; SAFC Supply Solutions, St. Louis, MO, USA)
and astringent (Aluminium sulphate; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). A literature
search was conducted to identify potential concentrations for each stimuli [37,47–50]. Two
rounds of bench testing followed (data not shown), leading to the identification of three
concentrations of each stimuli (low, medium and high; Table 1). The aim was to select
concentrations for the stimuli that were perceptually different, miscible with all ethanol
levels, and tolerated by participants.
Table 1. Orosensory stimuli and concentrations used in taste–taste interactions.
Orosensation(s) Elicited

Units

Fructose
Quinine
Tartaric acid
Alum

Sweet
Bitter
Sour (primary), astringent
Astringent (primary), sour
Sweet, bitter, astringent,
burning 1

mM
mM
mM
mM

140
0.025
2.75
0.73

280
0.040
6.91
2.05

960
0.100
17.4
5.43

%(v/v)

5

13

23

Ethanol
1

Concentration
Medium
High

Stimulus

Low

Relative intensity varies with concentration.

Three ethanol (Beverage grade, Ethyl Alcohol 95% Kosher, Storechem Alcohols Ltd.,
Burlington, ON, Canada) concentrations were chosen to represent different beverages
types; 5% (v/v) for beer, 13% (v/v) for wine and 23% (v/v) for distilled spirits [11]. Although
most distilled spirits are typically 35–45% ethanol, 23% ethanol was chosen to ensure that
the total volume of pure ethanol each participant was exposed to during each session was
below one standard drink. This choice increased the participants’ tolerance of the samples
and reduced the risk of inebriation, allowing for all samples for each taste stimulus and
ethanol combination to be evaluated during the same session. Distilled spirits are often
diluted to this concentration before sensory evaluation in industry [51]. Furthermore, 23%
is below the upper discrimination taste threshold for ethanol, which Lachenmier et al. [52]
estimate is approximately 40%. Samples prepared from mixing two stimuli (ethanol and
one other) will be referred to as binary solutions. In contrast, samples with only one
stimulus (ethanol or one other) will be referred to as unary solutions.
A concentrated stock solution of each stimulus was prepared volumetrically with pure
water (Millipore RiOs 16 Reverse Osmosis System, Millipore Sigma, Burlington, MA, USA).
Stock solutions were well mixed and then further combined/diluted with pure water order
to obtain the desired unary and binary solutions (see below for full details). Tartaric acid
and fructose solutions (stock and samples) were discarded within 7 days of preparing the
stock solution, regardless of when the final samples were prepared. Similarly, quinine
solutions and alum solutions were discarded within 36 h and 12 h, respectively. Solutions
were stored in the fridge when not in use and sample solutions were brought to room
temperature on the day of testing.
During Sessions 2 and 3A–3D, 10 mL blind-coded (3-digit) samples were presented
to participants in 2 oz portion cups with lids to prevent ethanol evaporation. Unless
otherwise noted, all samples were evaluated using a sip-and-spit protocol. Participants
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were instructed to take the entire sample, swirl for 5 s, expectorate and then rate the
maximum intensity of the sensation on a gLMS 10 s after expectorating. Participants were
required to rinse with filtered water between samples, and soda crackers were available ad
libitum. All intensity ratings were collected using individual gLMS [53].
2.2.2. Session 2
As participants were recruited from the community and did not have any formal
sensory evaluation training, a brief orosensory training session was held before data
collection. Each participant was required to complete three tasks (Figure 1), which were
administered using Compusense Cloud (Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada).
First, as part of the ranking task, participants were asked to familiarize themselves
with the sensation elicited by unary solutions representing sweet (fructose), astringency
(aluminium sulphate), sour (tartaric acid) and bitter (quinine). One sensation at a time,
participants were presented with a set of three samples, one each of the low, medium and
high intensity concentrations. For each set of solutions, participants were told what the
primary orosensation elicited was and asked to familiarize themselves with it (Table 1;
for example, sweet for fructose). To ensure that participants were actively engaged in
the familiarization task, they were asked to rank the three samples in order of intensity.
Both the order of sample sets and the order of samples within a set were randomized.
One-minute breaks were enforced between sample sets.
Second, as part of the identification task, participants were presented with a flight of
four samples: one each of the medium intensity fructose, aluminium sulphate, tartaric acid
and quinine. Participants were asked to taste each sample one at a time and identify the
primary sensation elicited from six options (sweet, bitter, sour, astringent, no sensation or
other). As the aim of this task was to help train participants, after each sample feedback
was automatically provided for correct (“Great job! Sample (3-digit code) is (correct
orosensation)”) or incorrect responses (“Sample (3-digit code) typically tastes (correct
orosensation)”). Samples were randomized and one-minute breaks were enforced between
sample sets.
Third, to familiarize participants with burning/tingling, they were presented with
a ~5 mL sample of aqueous Capsaicin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Participants
were asked to extend their tongue and briefly dip the tip into the solution. The capsaicin
solution was prepared in two steps. First a saturated stock solution was prepared by adding
30.5 mg/L of capsaicin to water and stirring gently. Second, 1.965 mL of the supernatant
was further dissolved in water, yielding a maximum capsaicin concentration of 1.2 mg/L.
Bench testing showed that it could reliably elicit a mild burning/tingling sensation, which
was well tolerated by all participants.
2.2.3. Session 3A–3D
Data collection was performed across four sessions where each session was used to
investigate the interaction between ethanol and one stimulus: 3A (fructose), 3B (aluminium
sulphate), 3C (tartaric acid) and 3D (quinine). Although the samples varied between
sessions based on the stimulus of interest, the same method was used in each session. To
illustrate the method, a detailed description of Session 3A is provided below and can be
used as a model for Sessions 3B–3D.
In Session 3A, participants were presented with sixteen 10 mL samples consisting of
1 pure water, 3 unary solutions of ethanol (5%, 13%, 23%), 3 unary solutions of fructose
(low, medium, high) and 9 binary solutions of ethanol and fructose. Binary solutions
were prepared using a 3 × 3 design so that one of each combination of ethanol (5%,
13%, 23%) and fructose (low, medium, high) was included. Samples were presented in
randomized order. Using the sip-and-spit protocol from Session 2, participants tasted each
of the samples and rated the maximum intensity of the sweet, sour, bitter, astringency,
burning/tingling and other on a separate gLMS for each sensation. To reduce the potential
effects of ethanol desensitization on intensity ratings [54], minimum 2-minute breaks were
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enforced between samples, the maximum ethanol concentration of any one sample was
23% and participants were instructed to rinse with water at least once between samples.
Water and soda crackers were also available ad libitum if participants desired further palate
cleansing between samples. As nasal irritation thresholds for ethanol are up to 1000 times
lower than ethanol taste thresholds, participants wore nose clips during all tastings [15].
2.3. Data Analysis
All data analysis was performed using XLSTAT Version 2020.3.1 (Addinsoft, New
York, NY, USA) and Microsoft® Excel® for Mac Version 16.43 (Microsoft® ). Significance
for all analyses was set at P = 0.05. All graphics were generated using in RStudio Version
1.1.463 (RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA) using ggplot2 (Version 3.2.1; [55]) and gridExtra
Version 2.3 [56].
2.3.1. Data Treatment
Maximum intensity ratings (sweet, sour, bitter, astringent, burning/tingling) were
log transformed using the formula (log10 (intensity rating +1)) for all gLMS responses
to improve normality [37,40]. Although log transformations do not always improve the
normality of data collected using the gLMS [57], a visual comparison of histograms showed
that log transformation improved the normality of the data (data not shown). The nonnormality of the log transformed data is likely attributable to the large number of absent or
low intensity responses for the non-dominant orosensations elicited by the stimuli.
Unary solutions of ethanol (5%, 13%, 23%) and water were tasted in all four data
collection sessions (3A–3D). Data for participants that did not complete all data collection
sessions were excluded to eliminate context effects due to differences in the binary solutions
presented across the sessions. In addition, the mean of log transformed intensity ratings
were calculated by averaging responses for all four sessions. As the other unary solutions
(fructose, aluminium sulphate, tartaric acid, quinine) and all binary solutions were only
tasted once, no means were calculated and data from all participants that completed the
session were included.
2.3.2. Orosensory Training
Results from orosensory training were examined to briefly assess the discrimination
and identification ability of participants (29 TT, 19 TnT). The discriminatory ability of
TT and TnT was assessed by counting the number of times each participant correctly
ranked the low and high intensity sample of each stimuli (fructose, aluminium sulphate,
tartaric acid and quinine) during the ranking task. The ability of participants to identify
orosensations was assess by counting the number of stimuli correctly identified by each
participant during the identification task. To assess whether TT and TnT performed equally,
Mann–Whitney U was used to compare scores for both tasks as data was not normally
distributed (Shapiro Wilks, P < 0.001).
2.3.3. Unary Solutions
Data for the unary solutions from Sessions 3A–3D were analyzed to better characterize
the perception of ethanol. Boxplots were generated for each orosensation and 2-way
ANOVA with interactions was used to investigate the impact of thermal taste status (TT
and TnT) and ethanol concentration (5%, 13%, 23%) on mean orosensory ratings. Effect
size was calculated for all main effects and interactions to assess the relative importance
of each. Effect sizes were considered small, medium or large, when η2 p values exceeded
0.01, 0.06, or 0.140, respectively [58]. Although the data were not normally distributed
(data not shown), ANOVA is largely robust to deviations from normality. A stimulus
concentration*TTS interaction has been reported for saccharine but not sucrose or sodium
chloride [40]. Thus, as most studies on orosensory responsiveness and TTS included only a
single concentration of a tastant or did not test for interactions [37,39,40,59], the decision to
employ ANOVA despite this limitation was made. Importantly, ANOVA allowed for the
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interaction between stimulus concentration and thermal taste status to be tested, which is
not possible to the best of our knowledge using the non-parametric alternative Kruskal–
Wallis. As a precaution, non-parametric statistics (Kruskal–Wallis) were also applied
using six groups (TT-low, TT-medium, TT-high, TnT-low, TnT-medium, TnT-high) and
confirmed that similar results were observed. Furthermore, all data was log transformed
(see Section 2.3.1) as transformation improved normality.
Participants also tasted low, medium and high intensity solutions of fructose (Session
3A), aluminium sulphate (Session 3B), tartaric acid (Session 3C) and quinine (Session 3D).
Intensity scores for the unary solutions of each stimulus (low, medium, high) were extracted
from the respective sessions and the same data analysis approach used to investigate
ethanol perception was used. Boxplots were generated to visualize the data and used to
select the attributes for further analysis. Two-way ANOVA comparing intensity ratings
by concentration (low, medium, high) and thermal taste status (TT, TnT) were completed
for the sweetness of fructose, the astringency and sourness of aluminium sulphate, the
sourness and astringency of tartaric acid, and the bitterness of quinine.
2.3.4. Binary Mixtures
Data for the binary solutions from Sessions 3A–3D were analyzed to better characterize
interactions between ethanol and four stimuli (fructose, aluminium sulphate, tartaric acid,
quinine). Data from each session were assessed separately and the approach described below
for ethanol and fructose (Session 3A) was applied to the other sessions. Separate three-way
ANOVAs were performed to compare the intensity of the sweetness, bitterness, sourness,
astringency and burning/tingling elicited for the nine binary solutions of fructose and ethanol.
Factors included in the model were thermal taste status (TT, TnT), ethanol concentration (5%,
13%, 23%), fructose concentration (low, medium, high) and all two-way interactions.
Binary interactions between two stimuli can be modelled using the isobole method to
better determine whether true enhancement or suppression has occurred [60–62]. Importantly, good dose–response models are required for unary solutions of both components
of the binary mixture as they are used to generate the values used in the interaction
calculations [60]. To identify good candidates for modelling using the isobole method,
simple linear regression was performed to determine whether stimulus concentration (log
transformed) could be used to significantly predict intensity ratings for each sensation
(sweet, sour, bitter, astringent or burning/tingling) for each set of unary solutions (ethanol,
fructose, tartaric acid, aluminium sulphate quinine). Two candidates were identified for
modelling: the astringency of aluminium sulphate/ethanol binary solutions and the bitterness of quinine/ethanol binary solutions. In both cases, linear models for both stimuli
predicted the intensity of the orosensation of interest. The index of interaction (I) was
calculated for each pair using the formula (cA /CA ) + (cB /CB ), where A and B are the two
compounds in the binary mixture and “cA ” and “cB ” are the actual concentration of the
compounds A and B. “CA ” and “CB ” are the concentrations of compounds A and B needed
to achieve the same intensity as in the binary mixture, as predicted from the linear models
of the unary solutions. The compounds in the binary mixture supressed, enhanced or had
no effect on the perception of orosensations when “I” was above 1.1, below 0.9 or between
0.9 and 1.1, respectively [62].
2.3.5. Other Considerations
Ethanol is a complex stimulus that elicits multiple orosensations and the number of
sensations elicited varies between participants [14]. To determine if/how these patterns are
impacted by thermal taste status, the number of scales used by TT and TnT was compared.
Similarly, to intensity scores, only the data of participants that completed all data collection
sessions were included. Scale use was calculated in two steps. For each session (3A–3D), the
number of scales used was determined by counting the number of scales with ratings above
“no sensation” (0 on gLMS) for each concentration of ethanol (5%, 13%, 23%) and water. As
participants were provided with six scales (sweet, bitter, sour, astringent, burning/tingling,
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other), scores ranged for 0 to 6 (0 = no scales, 6 = all scales). Second, the mean number of
scales used for each participant was calculated by averaging the number of scales used for
each sample in Sessions 3A–3D. As the data was not normally distributed, Mann–Whitney
U (TT vs. TnT) and kernel density estimates were generated for TT and TnT to compare the
distribution of scores. Furthermore, as Mann–Whitney U compares group medians, any
differences in scale use found will not be driven by outliers. The same approach was also
used to compare the number of scales used by TT and TnT in response to the other unary
(fructose, aluminium sulphate, tartaric acid, quinine) and all binary mixtures. However,
unlike ethanol and water, these samples were only tasted by participants once, so raw
scores were used instead of means.
3. Results
3.1. Orosensory Training
Although the training provided in Session 2 was brief, the participants’ ability to
discriminate the samples and correctly identify the sensations was considered sufficient.
During the ranking task, 82% (24 TT, 15 TnT) of participants who completed Session 2
(29 TT; 19 TnT), were able to discriminate the low intensity and high intensity samples
for all stimuli by ranking each set in the correct order. The remaining participants were
also largely successful as they ranked three (4 TT, 4 TnT) or two (1 TT) of low and high
intensity samples in the correct order. The number of stimuli for which low and high
concentrations were correctly discriminated did not differ between TT (M = 3.8, SD = 0.5)
and TnT (M = 3.8, SD = 0.4), (Ustandardized > 0.001, P = 0.976). During the identification task,
28 participants (58%; 16 TT, 12 TnT) correctly identified all four stimuli. Of the remaining
participants, 11 correctly identified three stimuli (7 TT, 4 TnT), seven correctly identified
two stimuli (4 TT, 3 TnT) and two correctly identified two stimuli (2 TT). The number of
stimuli correctly identified did not differ between TT (M = 3.3, SD = 1.0) and TnT (M = 3.5,
SD = 0.8), (Ustandardized > 0.001, P = 0.555). As TT and TnT had sufficient and equivalent
abilities to both identify and discriminate the key orosensations, no participants were
excluded based on these results.
3.2. Unary Solutions
Overall, ethanol elicited sweetness, bitterness, astringency and burning/tingling but
not sourness, with intensity varying with concentration (Figure S1). To better characterize
the sensations elicited, 2-way ANOVAs were performed for each sensation with thermal
taste status (TT and TnT) and concentration (5%, 13%, 23%) as the independent variables
(Figure 2, Table S1). Increasing ethanol concentration led to an increase in bitterness
(F(2, 86) = 10.2, P < 0.001) and burning/tingling (F(2, 86) = 95.9, P < 0.001). Similar nonsignificant results were found for astringency (F(2, 86) = 2.7, P = 0.070). The sweetness
of ethanol did not vary with ethanol concentration (F(2, 86) = 1.2, P = 0.294). TT were
significantly more responsive to sweetness (F(1, 86) = 17.4, P < 0.001) and astringency
(F(1, 86) = 23.0, P < 0.001), while the similar results for bitterness (F(1, 86) = 3.6, P = 0.059)
and burning/tingling (F(1, 86) = 3.1, P = 0.083) were not significant. When effect sizes
were compared (Table 2), large effects were found based on ethanol concentration for the
dominant sensations (bitterness, burning/tingling), and for thermal taste status for the
non-dominant intensity sensations (sweetness, astringency). No significant interactions
were found, suggesting the response patterns of TT and TnT do not vary based on ethanol
concentration.
Unary solutions of fructose and quinine each elicited one primary sensation (Figures S2
and S3), sweetness and bitterness, respectively. In contrast and as expected [31,63], tartaric
acid and aluminium sulphate each elicited two orosensations (sourness and astringency),
although the dominant sensation differed between the two (Figures S4 and S5). For these
sensations/stimulus pairs (Figure 3, Table S1), 2-way ANOVAs were used to compare
the intensity ratings based on thermal taste status (TT and TnT) and concentration (low,
medium, high). As expected, increased concentration also led to increased intensity for the
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binary solution types, as ethanol concentration increased, ratings of burning/tingling also
increased significantly. Regardless of the type of stimulus used in the binary mixture with
ethanol, the burning/tingling of 5%, 13% and 23% had a similar intensity.
Ethanol concentration impacted the perception of sweetness, sourness and astringency
(Figures 4–7), although effects varied based on the binary mixture type.
Sweetness decreased as ethanol concentration increased in mixtures with fructose, but
the opposite was true in mixtures with quinine. The sweetness did not vary with alcohol
concentration in mixtures with aluminium sulphate or tartaric acid. Sourness decreased
significantly as ethanol concentration increased in binary mixtures with tartaric acid and
aluminium sulphate. No difference in sourness based on ethanol concentration was found
in mixtures with fructose or quinine. In binary mixtures with tartaric acid (Figure 6), 13%
ethanol was the most astringent and 5% ethanol was the least astringent. However, neither
5% nor 13% ethanol differed significantly from the 23% ethanol mixture. In contrast, the
astringency in binary mixtures of ethanol and fructose increased between 5% and 13%
ethanol, but did not differ between 13% and 23% ethanol (Figure 4). However, a significant
interaction between ethanol concentration and thermal taste status showed that this result
was only true for TT. Astringency was not impacted by ethanol concentration in binary
mixtures with quinine or aluminium sulphate.
The fructose, quinine, tartaric acid and aluminium sulphate concentrations also impacted the perception of their respective binary mixtures (Figures 4–7, Table S2). Quinine,
aluminium sulphate and tartaric acid concentration predominantly impacted only the
orosensations commonly elicited by their respective unary solutions. Increasing the concentration of quinine in binary mixtures with ethanol increased the bitterness (Figure 5). In
binary solutions of ethanol and tartaric acid (Figure 6) or aluminium sulphate (Figure 7),
both sourness and astringency increased significantly as the concentration of tartaric acid or
aluminium sulphate increased. Similarly, increasing the concentration of fructose in binary
mixtures with ethanol also increased the sweetness. However, increasing the fructose
concentration also resulted in lower intensity of bitterness and astringency (Figure 4).
Thermal tasters had higher mean orosensory ratings than TnT for binary mixtures of
ethanol and fructose (sweetness, astringency, burning/tingling), quinine (sweet), tartaric
acid (bitter, sour) and aluminium sulphate (sweet, astringent; P < 0.05; Table S2). Significant
differences in the burning/tingling of aluminium sulphate were also found based on
thermal taste status, although TT and TnT could not be separated by the means separation
test (Table S2). Regardless of significance, TT rated all the orosensations elicited by each
of the binary mixtures higher than did TnT. An interaction between thermal taste status
and ethanol concentration for burning/tingling in binary mixtures of ethanol and quinine
showed TT more responsive to 23% ethanol, but not 5% or 13% ethanol. Overall, the results
strongly support the hypothesis that TT are more responsive than TnT.
Index of Interaction
The isobole method was used to better characterize interactions in the binary mixtures. First, intensity ratings were modelled based on the concentration of stimuli in the
unary solutions (ethanol, fructose, quinine, tartaric acid, aluminium sulphate). Simple linear
regression was performed to determine which sensations (sweet, sour, bitter, astringency,
burning/tingling) could be used to predict intensity ratings based on unary solution concentrations (Table S3). The intensity of bitterness (F(1, 86) = 14.2, P < 0.001, R2 = 0.14), astringency
(F(1, 86) = 4.5, P = 0.038, R2 = 0.05) and burning/tingling (F(1, 86) = 182.6, P < 0.001, R2 = 0.69)
could be predicted by ethanol concentration. Similarly, sensations elicited by unary solutions
of fructose (sweetness), aluminium sulphate (sour, astringent, bitter), tartaric acid (sourness)
and quinine (bitterness) could be predicted from their concentration (Table S3). As expected,
the slopes in the linear regressions were consistent with the boxplots for the unary solutions
(Figures S1–S5). Based on the regression results, the bitterness of quinine/ethanol mixtures
and the astringency of aluminium sulphate/ethanol mixtures were selected for analysis using
the isobole method (see Material and Methods—Binary mixtures). In binary mixtures, the
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bitterness was suppressed for all combinations of ethanol and quinine (Table 3). Similarly,
the astringency was suppressed for eight of the nine combinations of ethanol and aluminium
sulphate (Table 4). The only exception was 13% ethanol and 2.05 mM aluminium sulphate,
where astringency was additive.
Table 3. Isobole calculations for bitterness interactions in binary mixtures of ethanol and quinine (n = 35).

Ethanol
%
(v/v)

5
5
5
13
13
13
23
23
23

Quinine (mM)

Mean
log(Bitter) in
Binary
Mixture

Actual
log(Ethanol)
Concentration
(cEtOH )

log(Ethanol)
to Achieve the
Same
log(Bitterness)
as in Mixture
(CEtOH )

Actual log(1
+ Quinine)
Concentration
(cQuinine )

Concentration of
log(1 + Quinine) to
Achieve the Same
Bitterness as in
Mixture
(CQuinine )

Index of
Interaction (I)

Nature of
Interaction

0.025
0.040
0.100
0.025
0.040
0.100
0.025
0.040
0.100

0.635
0.727
1.065
0.715
0.740
0.879
0.530
0.753
0.625

0.699
0.699
0.699
1.114
1.114
1.114
1.362
1.362
1.362

1.141
1.310
1.934
1.289
1.334
1.590
0.947
1.357
1.122

0.011
0.017
0.041
0.011
0.017
0.041
0.011
0.017
0.041

0.014
0.022
0.053
0.021
0.023
0.036
0.004
0.024
0.013

1.41
1.31
1.14
1.38
1.57
1.84
4.24
1.70
4.50

Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression

Table 4. Isobole calculations for astringency interactions in binary mixtures of ethanol and aluminium sulphate (n = 36).

Ethanol
%
(v/v)

Alum
Sulphate
(mM)

Mean
log(Astringency)
in Binary
Mixture

Actual
log(Ethanol)
(cEtOH )

log(Ethanol) to
Obtain the Mean
log(Astringency)
in Binary Mixture
(CEtOH )

Actual
log(Aluminium
Sulphate)
(calum )

log(Aluminium
Sulphate) to
Obtain the Mean
log(Astringency)
in Binary Mixture
(CAlum )

Index of
Interaction (I)

Nature of
Interaction

5
5
5
13
13
13
23
23
23

0.73
2.05
5.43
0.73
2.05
5.43
0.73
2.05
5.43

0.450
0.691
0.827
0.415
0.864
1.112
0.336
0.675
0.879

0.699
0.699
0.699
1.114
1.114
1.114
1.362
1.362
1.362

1.920
2.907
3.463
1.774
3.614
4.631
1.450
2.842
3.675

−0.137
0.312
0.735
−0.137
0.312
0.735
−0.137
0.312
0.735

−0.042
0.265
0.437
−0.087
0.484
0.799
−0.187
0.245
0.503

3.65
1.42
1.88
2.20
0.95
1.16
1.67
1.75
1.83

Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Additive
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression
Suppression

3.4. Other Considerations
As TT are more responsive than TnT to the orosensations elicited by both the unary
solutions and binary mixtures, we sought to determine whether the number of scales used
to describe the samples also differed. Kernel-density estimates were generated for all
the samples (Figure 8, Figures S6–S10) and Mann–Whitney U was used to compare the
median number of scales used by TT and TnT (Tables S4–S8). TT used significantly more
scales than TnT to describe water (U = 169.5, P = 0.001), 5% ethanol (U = 143.0, P = 0.009),
13% ethanol (U = 153.0, P = 0.012), 140 mM fructose (low intensity; U = 182.5, P = 0.032),
2.05 mM aluminium sulphate (medium intensity; U = 213.5, p = 0.021) and 5.43 mM
aluminium sulphate (high intensity; U = 217.0, P = 0.015). Similarly, TT used mores
scales to describe some binary solutions; 5% ethanol/960 mM fructose (U = 191, P < 0.001),
13% ethanol/0.73 mM aluminium sulphate (U = 220.5, P = 0.007), 5% ethanol/5.43 mM
aluminium sulphate (U = 205.0, P = 0.040) and 23% ethanol/6.91 mM tartaric acid (U = 215,
P = 0.027).
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nasal cavity [15]. More research is needed to determine whether nasal occlusion disrupts
reducing their intensity. It is also possible that as both unary and binary solutions were
cross-modal interactions between nasal burning/tingling and the other sensations rated,
presented in the same session, the inclusion of the higher intensity binary mixtures reduced
reducing their intensity. It is also possible that as both unary and binary solutions were
the overall intensity ratings of the unary ethanol solutions due to a context effect [64,65].
presented in the same session, the inclusion of the higher intensity binary mixtures reImportantly, the relative dominance of sensations and relative intensity of each ethanol
duced the overall intensity ratings of the unary ethanol solutions due to a context effect
concentration was maintained.
[64,65]. Importantly, the relative dominance of sensations and relative intensity of each
ethanol concentration was maintained.
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4.2. Binary Mixtures
4.2.1. Sweet
The impact of ethanol concentration on the sweetness of the binary solutions varied
based on the non-ethanol stimuli included in the mixture. In binary mixtures with quinine
and ethanol, sweetness increased as ethanol concentration increased (Figure 5). In contrast,
in binary mixtures with fructose (Figure 4), higher ethanol concentration was associated
with reduced sweetness. As fructose elicits higher levels of sweetness than ethanol, it
is likely that the other and more dominant sensations elicited by ethanol (bitterness,
burning/tingling) suppressed the sweetness of fructose. Our results are consistent with
Hoopman et al. [32] who found that the overall intensity of aqueous solutions of sweet
stimuli is reduced as the concentration of ethanol increases from ~12% to 35% (v/v; reported
as 10–30% w/w) ethanol. However, when binary mixtures of 0%, 5% and 12% ethanol and
the same sugars were compared the overall intensity does not vary or may even increase
as ethanol concentration increases [32]. Although Hoopman et al. [32] showed that the
effect of ethanol on sweetness varied with concentration, the results should be interpreted
with caution as only overall intensity was measured. That is, it is unclear if/how overall
intensity was a useful proxy for the sweetness of the samples. Mixed results were also
reported by Martin and Pangborn [28] who found that aqueous sucrose solutions were
sweeter when ethanol was added during a forced choice exercise, but when the samples
were rated no differences in sweetness intensity were found. Meanwhile, Calviño et al. [33]
found that in mixtures with aspartame, sweetness did not vary with ethanol concentration
(0–8%).
Ethanol concentration also impacts the intensity of sweetness of alcoholic beverages
at low concentrations. In model beer (0–4.5%), sweetness increases with ethanol concentration [66]. In contrast, in wine and model wine solutions, sweetness intensity does not
vary with ethanol concentration over the range 7–14% [23,24,67,68]. Taken together, the
current study and prior literature demonstrate that the impact of ethanol on the perception of sweetness depends on the concentration of both ethanol and the other stimuli in
the mixture.
4.2.2. Bitter
Bitterness did not vary with ethanol concentration in binary mixtures with quinine.
This result replicates the findings of Martin and Pangborn [28] but is not consistent with
the results from the other binary mixture types or with studies in alcoholic beverages.
In binary mixtures of ethanol and stimuli that did not elicit bitterness (fructose, tartaric
acid, aluminium sulphate), bitterness was significantly lower at 5% ethanol than at 13%
or 23%, matching the results observed in the unary solution of ethanol. In real and model
alcoholic beverages (cider, beer, wine) increased ethanol concentration is associated with
higher bitterness in most [23,34,66–75] but not all [76] studies. It is possible that the
bitterness elicited by quinine, which increased with quinine concentration, may have
masked any effects of ethanol bitterness. Nevertheless, the isobole method results showed
that bitterness was suppressed in binary mixtures of ethanol and quinine. More research
is required to determine if/how bitterness varies in binary mixtures of ethanol and other
bitter compounds.
In binary mixtures of ethanol and fructose, increasing fructose concentration reduced
bitterness. This finding is not unexpected as adding sweet stimuli to model alcoholic
beverages also decreases bitterness in most [34,66,67,77] but not all [74] studies. Increasing
organic acid concentration decreases the bitterness in model wine [73] but the opposite has
been found in cider [34]. The current study found that tartaric acid or aluminium sulphate
concentration did not impact bitterness in binary mixture with ethanol. Thus, the impact
of sour/astringent stimuli in binary mixtures with ethanol may be matrix dependent.
Overall, the current study and prior literature demonstrate that the bitterness of ethanol
and alcoholic beverages can be manipulated by changing their composition.
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4.2.3. Sour
When ethanol was mixed with tartaric acid or aluminium sulphate, the impact of
ethanol concentration on sourness followed the same pattern. In both binary mixture
types, as the concentration of ethanol increased the sourness decreased, suggesting a robust
effect. The findings are consistent with previous studies on organic acid and ethanol
mixtures [28,29]. Additionally, consistent with our study, Guirao et al. [30] found that as
ethanol concentration increases, sourness decreases, although this observation only held
when both the ethanol and citric acid concentrations were high. The impact of ethanol
concentration on the sourness of alcoholic beverages is less clear. When dealcoholized
model or real red wines (0%) were compared to wines with ethanol (6–16%; [74,78]),
sourness was lower in the wines with ethanol. However, sourness does not vary with
different concentrations of ethanol in model and real wines in most [67,74,78] but not
all studies [71]. More research is needed to fully characterize the interactions between
ethanol and organic acids in aqueous solutions and alcoholic beverages. In particular,
studying a wider range of organic acid concentrations while simultaneously measuring
pH is recommended.
4.2.4. Astringency
As expected, the astringency of aluminium sulphate and ethanol mixtures increased as
aluminium sulphate concentration increased. This finding is consistent with observations
in unary solution of aluminium sulphate (Figure 3F, Figure S5) and in studies where
astringent stimuli (phenolics) are added to model or real wine [73–75]. Ethanol did not
impact the astringency of binary ethanol and aluminium sulphate mixtures. However,
in binary mixtures with both tartaric acid and fructose, 5% ethanol was less astringent
than 13% ethanol. The impact of ethanol concentration on astringency in real and model
alcoholic beverages varies across studies [34,67,72–75,78], thus the conflicting findings are
not unexpected. The isobole method showed that the astringency in the binary mixtures of
ethanol and aluminium sulphate was suppressed for most mixtures (Table 4). Together, the
results suggest that simply mixing any concentration of ethanol with aluminium sulphate
reduced the astringency similarly.
In binary solutions of ethanol and tartaric acid, both compounds impacted the perception of astringency. As tartaric acid increased so did the astringency of binary mixtures with
ethanol. This result is not consistent with astringency perception in the unary solutions
(Figure 3D, Figure S4) nor studies in model wine [73]. However, some studies have shown
that astringency is increased in wine when pH is decreased [73,78]. Together, the results
suggest that changes in astringency associated with organic acids are likely driven by
changes in pH rather than actual concentration. As the binary mixtures in the current study
were simple and therefore not highly buffered, it is possible that the change in tartaric acid
concentration also led to changes in pH.
In binary mixtures of fructose and ethanol, samples with 5% ethanol were less astringent than samples with 13% or 23%. Previous research showed that adding fructose
or glycerol did not impact the astringency of wine [67,74]. However, the concentrations
used were much lower (fructose, 1–11 mM; glycerol, 100 mM). As fructose itself does not
elicit astringency (Figure S2), it is likely that the fructose suppressed the astringency from
ethanol.
4.2.5. Burning/Tingling
Regardless of the stimuli mixed with ethanol, burning/tingling always increased as
ethanol concentration increased (Figures 4–7). This result is consistent with most [23,24,66,
67,70,74,75] but not all [76] previous research in wine and beer (model or real). The relative
intensity of the burning/tingling was the same for all four binary mixture types and in unary
solutions (Figures 4–7). Burning/tingling ratings were well differentiated between ethanol
concentrations typically found in beer (5%; below barely detectable), wine (13%; between
barely detectable and weak) and in dilute spirits (23%; moderate). Together, the results suggest
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that burning/tingling is a key sensory characteristic of alcoholic beverages and is likely a key
differentiator of styles.
The concentration of non-ethanol stimuli in the binary mixture did not impact the
burning/tingling ratings. This finding was unexpected as previous research showed that
adding sweet compounds to model solutions, beer or wine led to decreased ratings of
burning/tingling-like sensations in most [24,33,66,67,77] but not all [74] studies. In addition,
adding phenolics to white wine increased burning/tingling at lower ethanol concentrations
(>12.5%) but had no effect on red wine [75]. It is possible that the current study failed
to capture the impacts of non-ethanol stimuli on burning/tingling as participants were
required to wear nose clips. This choice limited the burning/tingling to the oral cavity,
eliminating the impacts of nasal irritation from ethanol [15]. In addition, the use of a wider
range of ethanol concentrations than most studies and the choice of label (burning/tingling
vs. heat, irritation, pungency, warming, hotness) may have limited our ability to detect
small but significant changes in burning/tingling. More research is required to determine,
if/how the burning/tingling of ethanol is impacted by non-ethanol stimuli. Furthermore,
collecting information using scales with descriptive anchor terms, such as the gLMS, would
allow researchers to determine whether differences found are ecologically valid or likely
too small for a consumer to detect.
4.3. Thermal Taste Status
As expected, TT were more responsive than TnT to many of the sensations elicited
by the unary solutions [36–39]. Importantly, the current study also demonstrated that
TT are also more responsive to both dominant and non-dominant sensations in binary
mixtures. Although not all sample intensities varied with thermal taste status, such as
the bitterness of quinine, no instances of TnT being more responsive than TT were found.
Despite differences in responsiveness, relatively few interactions were reported between
thermal taste status and stimuli concentration in the binary solutions. This observation
suggests that despite the increased responsiveness of TT compared to TnT, the relative
intensity of sensations elicited in binary mixtures is the same for both phenotypes. If true,
changing the composition of alcoholic beverages to optimize flavour will lead to similar
changes in the taste and chemesthetic profile of the product for both TT and TnT, albeit at
different absolute intensities. Further research is encouraged to determine whether this
finding is generalizable to different combinations of binary compounds in more complex
samples or in solid food products.
Nolden and Hayes [17] found that individuals who were more responsive to ethanol
also tended to consume alcoholic beverages less frequently. Variation in ethanol responsiveness between TT and TnT reported here and in the literature [19] suggest that differences
in alcoholic beverage consumption may be partially attributable to thermal taste status. As
the dominant sensations elicited by ethanol are nominally aversive, it is possible that the
increased responsiveness of TT compared to TnT may also lead to lower alcohol consumption. However, to date only limited differences between TT and TnT in monthly alcohol
consumption have been reported [79]. Thibodeau et al. [80] found that alcohol consumption was not always linearly associated with orosensory responsiveness. Individuals with
intermediate responsiveness to bitterness and astringency, tended to drink more alcohol
than low or high responders [80]. The authors attribute this observation to the fact that
the flavour of alcoholic beverages is likely be optimized by producers for the ‘average’
consumer. Importantly, alcoholic beverages are one of a growing number of products for
which a wide variety of styles and flavours are available. Thus, research into the impact of
TTS or other taste-related phenotypes is needed to determine if, rather than reducing their
consumption of alcoholic beverages, consumers instead shift their consumption towards
alcoholic beverages that are optimized for their palate. All other factors being equal (e.g.,
price, availability, social context), each consumer likely selects alcoholic beverages that
best balance the taste sensations, chemesthetic sensations and aromas they find appetitive
with the ones they aversive find aversive. By considering the volume and the proportion
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of alcoholic beverages consumed across categories (e.g., beer vs. wine), types (e.g., red
wine vs. white wine) or styles (e.g., dry white wine vs. sweet white wine), a more nuanced
picture of alcohol consumption can be obtained. Furthermore, empirical research where
consumers create their optimal alcoholic beverage (e.g., mix your own cocktail), may also
provide insights into how taste impacts the consumption of alcoholic beverages at the
individual level. Importantly, empirical research would allow for more control over the
many intrinsic and extrinsic factors that also impact alcohol consumption [81].
For unary solutions of ethanol, effects sizes were higher for the non-dominant attributes (sweetness and astringency) than the dominant attributes (bitterness and burning/tingling). These findings likely resulted from the increased number of scales used
by TT compared to TnT when describing ethanol (Figure 8) and aluminium sulphate
(Figure S6). The simplest explanation for this finding is that TT have lower detection
thresholds than TnT, and thus experience a wider range of low intensity sensations. However, suprathreshold intensity ratings and detections thresholds are not always associated [38,49,82]. Additionally, only detection thresholds for sucrose have been shown to
differ between TT and TnT when taste (sucrose, sodium chloride, caffeine), trigeminal (capsaicin, N-ethyl-2-isopropyl-5-methylcyclohexanecarboxamide) and aroma (ethyl butyrate,
isoamyl acetate) were examined [38]. Thus, differences in detection thresholds may not
explain the differences in scale use between TT and TnT.
TT and TnT did not differ in their ability to identify the primary orosensation elicited
by a stimulus after a familiarization task, nor to discriminate different concentrations of the
same stimulus. In both cases, TT and TnT performed equally, suggesting that the increased
responsiveness of TT compared to TnT did not impact these tasks. However, as the data
was collected during a training session, the results should be interpreted with caution.
That is, during the identification task participants were provided with feedback after each
sample, replicate samples were not included to re-test their abilities, and the ability to
discriminate samples was limited to comparing low and high intensity stimuli. Thus, TT
and TnT may differ in their ability to discriminate stimuli closer in intensity, a hypothesis
that is supported by the lower discrimination thresholds of TT for tartaric acid in white
wine reported by Pickering and Kvas [83]. Further research is encouraged to determine
whether these preliminary results apply to a wider range of stimuli and in broader contexts.
4.4. Limitations and Other Considerations
A key limitation of our study was the number of sensations rated as absent (0 on
the gLMS) resulting in zero-inflated data. Despite log transformation the data remained
right-skewed, which was largely attributed to the zeros in the data set. Although zeroinflated data is common in psychological research [84], it limited our ability to treat
stimulus concentrations as a continuous variable. Instead, concentrations were treated as a
categorical variable in the ANOVA, which is more robust to deviations from normality than
ANCOVA [85]. Although more extensive analysis of interactions using the isobole method
was planned, it was not possible and only a limited regression analysis performed. Readers
are advised to interpret the results of the regression analysis (Table S3) with caution as R2
values are low, likely due to the right-skew of the data. Similarly, interactions results for
the isobole analyses (Tables 3 and 4) should be treated as preliminary due to the limitations
of the underlying regressions [60]. Nevertheless, the isobole results demonstrate that in
binary mixtures of ethanol and quinine or aluminium sulphate, bitterness and astringency
are (respectively) largely suppressed. These results may be due to mixture suppression,
which is common when solution complexity is increased [26]. Where appropriate the index
of interaction was calculated, determining whether enhancement or suppression has truly
occurred and complementing the ANOVA, where potential interactions can be inferred but
not tested.
Although other studies have investigated the interactions between ethanol and alcoholrelated taste and chemesthetic stimuli, the current study was designed to address important
gaps in the literature. With the exception of Martin and Pangborn [28], previous studies on
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binary mixtures of ethanol with taste/chemesthetic stimuli only investigated a single stimulus or a group of stimuli that elicited the same orosensation. By examining stimuli that
elicit four different orosensations, we were able to determine if/how changes in ethanol
concentration impacted each of the binary mixture types. For example, burning/tingling
increased as ethanol concentration increased in all four binary mixture types and was not
impacted by the concentration of other stimuli. In contrast, adding ethanol decreased the
sweetness in binary mixtures with fructose but the opposite was true in binary mixtures
with quinine. Furthermore, providing participants with six scales when rating the binary
solutions reduced the risk of attribute dumping, allowing for a more complete understanding of the interactions between the stimuli. For example, previous studies on the
interactions between organic acid and ethanol [28–30], did not measure the astringency
elicited in the samples despite the fact that organic acid elicit both sensations [31]. As
participants in the current study rated both the sourness and astringency of the binary mixtures of ethanol and tartaric acid, we were able to demonstrate that increasing the ethanol
concentration reduced the sourness while simultaneously increasing the astringency of the
binary mixtures.
Finally, by screening participants for thermal taste status, we were able to investigate
the impacts of individual taste differences on the perception of binary mixtures. Importantly, few interactions were found between thermal taste status and the concentrations
of ethanol and/or the other stimuli in the binary mixtures. These results suggest that
despite differences in the magnitude of the sensations elicited, the nature of interactions
(enhancement and/or suppression) was the same in both groups. Sex is not associated with
differences in TTS classification [37–39]. Nevertheless, as the study only included female
participants, more research with males is encouraged to determine whether sex-related
differences exist. Additionally, as our sample size is relatively small, such expansion
would allow for an examination of our findings with a larger sample. More work is also
encouraged to determine whether trends exist for other taste-related phenotypes where
differences in the perception of ethanol have been reported (e.g., 6-n-propylthiouracil
(PROP) taster status [54,86,87]. Together, the results of the current study provide insights
into how the taste and chemesthetic profile of alcoholic beverages can be manipulated by
changing their composition. More research is encouraged to determine if/how the trends
reported here apply in more complex mixtures and in real alcoholic beverages, especially
in beer and spirits, as most published research uses model or real wines.
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Appendix A
Thermal taste screening (Session 1)
Before training (Session 2) and data collection (Session 3A–3D), participants underwent TTS screening. First, participants were trained on the gLMS to ensure that ratings
were generalized across all possible sensations. To this end, participants were asked to write
down the strongest imaginable sensation they could think of, painful or otherwise, at the
top of a blank gLMS [42]. Participants were then verbally oriented to the gLMS and asked to
rate the intensity of five remembered stimuli. Next, labelled 20 mL aqueous solutions were
presented to participants to familiarize them with sensations that might be elicited during
thermal stimulation later in the session, as it can increase the number of TT identified [39].
These samples were prepared with pure water (Millipore RiOs 16 Reverse Osmosis System,
Millipore Sigma, Burlington, MA, USA) and were exemplars of sweet (sucrose 85.58 g/L;
BioShop, Burlington, ON, Canada), sour (citric acid 0.62 g/L; Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn,
NJ, USA), bitter (quinine monohydrochloride dehydrate 0.011 g/L; SAFC Supply Solutions,
St. Louis, MO, USA), metallic (cupric sulphate 0.25 g/L; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA), salty (sodium chloride 10.5 g/L; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and umami
(L-glutamic acid monosodium salt hydrate 21.14 g/L; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),
the most common sensations reported by TT [88]. Participants tasted each sample using a
sip-and-spit protocol and rated the maximum intensity of each on a gLMS.
Thermal stimulation was performed using a 64 mm2 computer-controlled Peltier
device with a thermocouple feedback attached to a toothbrush-sized water-circulated
heat sink (thermode). Warming cycles started at 35 ◦ C, then cooled to 15 ◦ C before final
re-warming to 40 ◦ C and holding for 1 s. As only the warming portion of the cycle was
of interest, participants were asked to rate the maximum intensity of sensations during
the re-warming phase of the cycle (from 15 ◦ C to 40 ◦ C). Cooling cycles started at 35 ◦ C,
subsequently cooling to 5 ◦ C and holding for 10 s. As no warming occurs during this cycle,
participants were asked to rate the maximum intensity of sensations through the entire
cycle [37].
Before collection of thermal taste responses, participants underwent four training runs
to become familiar with the temperature cycles and the thermode. Participants rated the
maximum intensity of the temperature elicited when the thermode was applied to the palm
and the vermillion border of the lip during both warming and cooling trials. Next, the
experimenter applied the thermode to each participant’s extended tongue. Three locations
on the edge of the tongue (the most anterior tip of the tongue, ~1 cm to the right of the
midline and ~1 cm to the left of the midline) were tested in randomized order. 12 runs
were performed for each participant in two blocks. Each block consisted of three warming
cycles (one per location) followed by three cooling cycles (one per location). After each
trial, participants were instructed to rate the intensity on the gLMS of any oral sensations
perceived, including temperature, on eight individual scales titled heat or cold, sweet, salty,
sour, bitter, umami, metallic and other. Participants were tested using all combination
of two temperature regimes and at three locations on the tongue, as testing under all six
conditions leads to increased identification of TT [88].
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Thermal taste status classification was determined using the methods of Bajec et al. [37]
as this scheme has been successfully used for previous data collected from the available
thermode, it has been validated in a large data set and it has good concordance with most
of the schemes [39]. TT were defined as participants who reported the same, thermally
elicited taste sensation above weak on the gLMS (>6 mm) during both replicates of the
same location during the same temperature regime. TnT were defined as participants who
reported no taste-related orosensation during thermal elicitation.
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